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SUMMARY 

A system of programs is described which, adapted from 

DEC'S Advanced Signal Averager, allows accurate measurement 

of mean pulmonary arterial flow and pressure, left atrial 

pressure and intrapleural pressure. Prom these data, 

obtained by use of appropriate electromagnetic flow and 

suitable pressure transducers, the system calculates total 

and arteriolar resistances and right ventricular work. This 

information, together with the digitized average wave forms, 

is written on dectape. 

In addition, a program is included with the system, which 

measures cardiac output on-line from an indicator dilution 

curve by the Stewart-Hamilton^ method. 

The system is capable of interfacing with the Advanced 

Averager, so that the options available in the signal aver¬ 

ager system are retained. 

Hardware required is as follows: PDP8/I with EAE and 

8K core; disc or dectape; a second dectape (for dectape 

systems); and LAB-8 peripherals. 

The programs of the system are written in PAL8 assembly 

language and use PS/8 or OS/8 as their basic operating 

system. 
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PULMONARY RESISTANCE 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to assess the status of the pulmonary vascular 

bed, we wished to average four analog signals, representing 

pulmonary arterial flow and pulmonary arterial, left atrial 

and pleural pressures, using the R-wave of the electrocardio 

gram as the synch pulse to initiate the average wave form. 

Pulmonary arterial flow was to be measured by an electro¬ 

magnetic flowmeter around the pulmonary artery, and the pres 

sures by suitably placed catheters and pressure transducers. 

Furthermore, we wished to manipulate the digitized data to 

obtain the vascular resistances. 

and 

Rn = Ap(t)dt q(t)dt 

R, j [Ap(t)/q(t)Jdt 

o 
3 

and right ventricular work, w = p(t)*q(t)dt, where 
Jo 

p(t) = pressure; q(t) = flow; Ap(t) = pressure gradient; 

and T = length of average cardiac cycle. It is necessary, 

of course, that the flow and pressure measuring systems have 

frequency-response characteristics such that the manipu¬ 

lations above are valid. 



Unfortunately, the young animals we were studying were 

subject to sinus arrhythmia and, although DEC’S Advanced 

Signal Averager was capable of sampling and averaging these 

data, it lost data in the face of irregularly-appearing 

synch pulses or of widely varying pulse rates. Consequently, 

a system was developed which avoided these pitfalls and yet 

interfaced with the Advanced Averager to allow calculation 

of confidence limits and trend functions on the averaged 

wave forms. 

Since, in spite of its drawbacks2,3, the indicator dilution 

method is often used in calculating cardiac output, we also inter¬ 

faced the programs above with a program to calculate cardiac 

output from a dye-dilution curve on-line. 

The resulting system is useful in measuring these steady- 

state moieties and in digitizing average wave forms for 

more complex analysis. This system is described in this 

paper. 

The programs comprising the system may be classified as 

follows: (1) The controlling program with its collection of 

subroutines; (2) the sampling, averaging and dectape-writing 

programs; (3) a program to process on-line a dye-dilution 

curve; (4) a compiler to preset certain timing and averaging 

parameters; and (5) the various patches to handle the inter¬ 

facing between the Pulmonary Vascular Resistance system 



and the Advanced Averager. These programs are described in 

detail below. OS/8 or PS/8 is used to interface the pro¬ 

grams, and a knowledge of DEC'S PS/8 system is presumed in the 
5 

descriptions which follow. * 

The system requires a PDP8/I or E computer with 8k core, 

AX08 Laboratory Peripheral, Extended Arithmetic Element, a 

disc or dectape transport as the system device for PS/8 or 

OS/8 and a dectape transport as a separate storage device. 



BUILDING THE SYSTEM 

Source tapes (ASCtt format) are provided for the various 

programs of the system and are assembled by PAL8 and loaded 

according to the following schemes: 

1. Controlling Program: 

a. DEPS: definitions for the system 

b. PZERO: the initial page 0 (field 0) of the 

system 

c. SUBR: the subroutines called by the various 

programs of the system, obtained by combining 

the following source tapes: SUB1, SUB2, SUB3, 

SUB4, SUB5. 

d. CONTI, C0NT2: the controlling program. 

Assemble (PAL8) as follows: 

*CONT, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, CONTI, C0NT2 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS RESIST 0-7577; 400=3001 

Load again with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS CONT 400-7577; 600=3001 

2. The sampling, averaging and data-writing programs: 

a. Sampler: SAMP: 

Assemble: SAMP, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, SAMP 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS SAMP 6000-7577; 6000=1000 
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b. Averaging-data-writing program: MEAN: 

Assemble: MEAN, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, MEAN 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS MEAN 6000-7577, 17400-17577; 6600=1000 

c. A program to read the dectape data files: READER: 

Assemble: READER, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, READER 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS READER 0-7577; 600=1000 

3. The Dye-dilution program: GRND: 

Assemble: GRND, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, GRND1, GRND2 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS GRND 400-7577; 400=1000 

4. The compiler: CMPILR: 

Assemble: CMPILR, <DEFS, PZERO, SUBR, CMPILR 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS CMPILR 0-7577; 400=2001 

5. The patches to interface between Resistance and Advanced 

Averager (and allow a stand-alone PS/8 adapted Advanced 

Averager): 

a. Patch for Signal Averager, Sect 1 (Compiler): S1PTCH 

Assemble: S1PTCH, <S1PTCH 

Load after Signal Averager, Sect 1 (DEC-LB-U17C-PB) 

• SAVE SYS SAVl 0-7577; 577=0 
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b. Patch for Signal Averager, Sect 2 (Timing section): 

S2PTCH 

Assemble: S2PTCH, <S2PTCH 

Load after Signal Averager, Sect 2 (DEC-LB-U17C-PB) 

• SAVE SYS SAV2 7000-7577; 6777=1000 

This section is used when a stand-alone Advanced 

Averager is needed and does not interface with the 

Resistance system. 

c. Patch for Signal Averager, Sect 3 (Sampler): S3PTCH 

Assemble and load after Sect 3 binary tape. 

• SAVE SYS SAV3 6400-7577; 6527=1000 

d. Patch for Signal Averager, Sect 4 (Averager): S4PTCH 

Assemble and load after Sect 4 binary tape. 

• SAVE SYS SAV4 6400-7577; 6777=1000 

e. Patch for Signal Averager, Sect 5 (Calculator): 

S5PTCH 

Assemble and load after Sect 5 binary tape. 

• SAVE SYS SAV5 6400-7577; 6377=1000 

f. Patch for compiled output tape of Signal Averager, 

Sect 1: S0PTCH. 

Run SAV1 and prepare a compiled paper tape according 

to the specifications desired. If, after the paper 

tape is punched, the message, "INSUFFICIENT MEMORY," 

appears on the screen of the AX08, destroy the paper 

tape. It would be fatal to the system. The message, 
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"SYNCH ON CHANNEL '_, indicates that the paper 

tape is safe. Load it into core and follow with 

the binary tape, S0PTCH, prepared from the source 

tape provided. Then save the file on DTA1 (dectape 

transport #1) giving it a file name according to 

the scheme outlined below (see "Preparation of 

Dectape Library"): 

• SAVE DTA1 SM0N 0-7577, 10000-17577; 151=1000 

where M and N are integers coded according to the 

rules outlined in "Preparation of Dectape Library". 

Finally, a core control block dummy program for the 

bootstrap which returns from signal averager to 

the Resistance System: CNTBLK: 

Assemble: CNTBLK, <CNTBLK 

Load with ABSLDR 

• SAVE SYS CNTBLK 0-377; 350=2001 



PREPARATION OF DECTAPE LIBRARY 

The system may be initiated by the command, R CMPILR, 

whereupon certain questions concerning synch channel assign¬ 

ment and timing information are to be answered. In order 

to avoid the necessity of this dialogue during every experi¬ 

ment, CMPILR can be used to prepare a library of compiled 

files on dectape, each one of which contains given timing 

parameters. These files are labelled by the user as R100, 

R200, etc. The system may then be initiated by the command, 

R RESIST, with the library dectape in transport #1 and the 

particular timing file which is desired may be selected. 

Once operating, the Resistance System interfaces with 

the Signal Averager through the CNTRL/U (tU) key of the 

teletype. Striking this key while the controlling section 

of the Resistance System is running causes Section 3 of 

Advanced Averager to be brought into core and run. The 

operator may then call in Advanced Averager, Sections 4 and 

5 for processing of the data obtained by Section 3 and may 

return to the Resistance System from Section 3 by use of 

the +U key. This allows the accurate averaging of the 

Resistance System to be combined with the great versatility 

of the Advanced Averager (confidence limits, trend function, 

synch delay, high resolution epochs, etc.). 
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In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to coordin¬ 

ate the timing and synch channel parameters of the two sys¬ 

tems. For each R100, R200, etc. file, the user must pre¬ 

pare at least one compiled signal averager compiled tape 

which contains the same answers for synch channel assign¬ 

ment and length of the sampling interval. These signal 

averager compiled files are then added to the library dec- 

tape and from this tape a single resistance and correspond¬ 

ing signal averager file is chosen at run-time by the con¬ 

trolling program of the Resistance System. 

a. Preparation of timing files for Resistance System: 

The user puts the library dectape in DTA1, with the 

transport on "Write Enabled." Giving the command, .R CMPILR, 

starts the compilation. After the identifying message is 

shown, the user strikes carriage return (CR) to proceed. The 

program asks "EKG on S '_'". The user answers with the 

number "1" or "2", and SI or S2 is assigned to the electro¬ 

cardiogram. During the dialogue between the program and 

the user, the user's answers are echoed on the CRT of the 

AX08, but not on the teletype. The "Rub-out" key of the 

teletype may be used to erase an answer. When blanks are 

to be filled in by the user, the line-feed key (LF) will 

erase all answers and restore blanks. CNTRL/C (+C) will 

return to the PS/8 monitor, and carriage return (CR) is used 

to record the answer and move on to the next question. 
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Following the user's answer to the first question, the 

opposite synch channel ("2" or "1") is automatically assigned 

to the synch to be used during a green-dye curve. CMPILR 

then asks "AVERAGE '_' SWEEPS". The user's answer to this 

question determines the number of cardiac cycles used in 

computing the averages. 

CMPILR then asks the two questions which determine the 

sampling interval used in its digitizing of the wave-forms. 

The first is: "' _' DATA PTS/SWEEP". The answer should be 

below 512. Answers over 512 are ignored and cause the mes¬ 

sage, "INSUFFIC MEMORY" to appear. If this occurs, the user 

must strike CR to repeat the dialogue from the question, 

"AVERAGE '_' SWEEPS". If the answer is below 512, the 

next question is: "MIN HT RATE: ' '/MIN". The answer to 

this question determines the minimal heart rate, below which 

data at the end of diastole are lost by the sampling program. 

(Unlike Advanced Averager, the Resistance System has a variable 

length buffer, the maximum length of which is determined by the 

answers to this and the preceding questions). CMPILR then uses 

the answers to these two questions to compute the sampling 

interval to be used subsequently. If this interval is so short 

that processing of the interrupts is not possible before the 

next sample (below 670 microseconds) or so high that the RC 

clock of the AX08 cannot be set (over 2.0 sec) CMPILR repeats 

the questions, and the operator must choose more suitable answers. 
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If the sampling interval is acceptable CMPILR then 

displays the length of the averaging epoch in the message 

"SAMP LENGTH=xxxx SEC". The user should record this infor¬ 

mation in order to prepare signal averager tapes with iden¬ 

tical timing information (see below). At this point, the 

user may strike CR to continue or, if he wishes to return 

to the previous questions, he may strike LP. (Generally when 

there is a question on display without blank spaces to be filled, 

LF indicates "No" or rejection of the statement; and CR indi¬ 

cates "Yes" or acceptance of the statement). 

CMPILR then asks: "COMPILE?" If the user wishes, he may 

answer with LF ("No") and the Resistance System is initiated 

with his previous answers in core. In this instance, the 

tU pseudointerrupt is disabled and no interfacing with Advanced 

Averager is possible (tU acts as the "Rub-out" key). If CR is 

answered to the question ("Yes"), CMPILR asks "R# 00", and 

the operator assigns a decimal number, 1-9, to the file, 

whereupon (after CR is struck) the pertinent information is 

written in a file on DTA1. The operator should write down his 

answers to CMPILR’s dialogue, so that suitable signal averager 

compiled tapes may be made. 

After creating the particular file, CMPILR asks "DO ANOTHER?" 

CR means "Yes" and returns to the first CMPILR question; LF 

signifies "No" and the PS/8 Monitor is brought into core, the 

teletype responding with ".". 
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b. Preparation of timing and parameter files for the 

Advanced Averager System: 

The conversation between the user and Advanced Averager, 

Section 1, is well described in DEC-LB-T30B-D. 

For each file compiled by CMPILR, there must be at least one 

file created by Advanced Averager, Section 1, which contains 

identical synch channel assignment and an identical ratio 

of epoch length/number of data points per epoch. Thus, if 

the user creates a resistance file, called R100, he must create 

at least one signal averager file of the " 00" series which has 

the same answer to "SYNCH ON CHAN: as did the resistance 

file and in which the answers to the questions "DATA PTS: 

'_and "LENGTH: '_’ »_• SEC" give the same ratio as 

did the answers to "'_' DATA PTS/SWEEP" and "SAMP LENGTH= 

XXXX SEC" in the conversation with CMPILR. The file will later 

be named "S10_" where the blank can be any digit 0-9. The 

remaining answers to Sect 1, Signal Averager may vary according 

to the user’s preference and the available core. (Note: The 

patch to Section 1, Signal Averager, is arranged to permit use 

of PS/8 with 8K core only—users with more than 8K of core, must 

modify this patch to protect the top page in each field of core, 

since presently only the top pages of fields 0 and 1 are pro¬ 

tected). Thus, for each timing schedule in the Resistance 

System, there are ten possible schema of Signal Averaging. The 

exact one employed is to be selected at run-time (see below). 
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After answering the appropriate questions posed by Sig¬ 

nal Averager, Section 1, the user is presented with the 

question, "COMPILE CONTROL TAPE: Answering "N" (No) 

chains Section 1 to Section 2 and the user may thus have 

a stand-alone Signal Averager system operating under PS/8. 

Answering "Y" (Yes) with setting of the switch register 

as described in the manual for Advanced Averager causes 

paper tape to be punched. 

After the tape is punched one of two messages appear on 

the screen of the AX05* "INSUFFICIENT MEMORY" is an indication 

that the choice of various options (number of channels, trend 

function, high resolution, etc.) have caused the buffer to 

overload the top page of Field 1 and that the tape is accord¬ 

ingly fatal. The paper tape should be destroyed. CR in 

response to the message will cause Signal Averager, Section 1, 

to obtain new information. This process is then repeated 

until the compiled tape is safe. The message "SYNCH ON CHANNEL 

,_,M is an indication that the tape is safe and may be used 

to load the library dectape. 

Once the compiled paper tape is deemed satisfactory, its 

binary segment should be loaded into core, followed by the 

binary file S0PTCH.BN. This can be accomplished with ABSLDR 

/ 
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as follows: 

• R ABSLDR 

* PTR:, SYS:S0PTCH$ 

After the period is typed by ABSLDR, then save the file 

as follows on DTA1: 

• SAVE DTA1 SM0N 0-7577, 10000-17577; 151=1000 

The user assigns the numbers M and N as follows: M is the 

number of the corresponding "R" file in the Library: RM00. 

N is any digit 0-9. 

Repeating this process the user may build up on a dectape 

up to nine different "R" files with specific EKG channel 

assignments and timing parameters and, for each "R" file, one 

to ten corresponding "S" files with identical channel assign¬ 

ments and sampling intervals and with varying options as to 

channels displayed, statistical parameters, etc. This Library 

tape may then be used at run-time to avoid the necessity of 

repeating the process each time an experiment is done . 



RUN-TIME: METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 

The Resistance system assumes that the experiments are 

managed and the analog channels are assigned in the follow¬ 

ing manner: 

a. Synch assignments: 

The output of an electrocardiogram suitably amplified, 

is connected to either SI or S2 Schmitt trigger input of 

the AXO5. The other Schmitt trigger of the AX.08 is used to 

receive a signal for the initiation of the green-dye curve. 

b. Pressure and flow measurements: 

Signals from three pressure transducers, suitably ampli¬ 

fied, are brought to analog channels 1-3 of the AX08, Channel 

1 being assigned to pulmonary arterial pressure, channel 2 

to left atrial and channel 3 to pleural pressure. If desired, 

the last one or two pressures may be omitted, and the system 

will still run. At the beginning of the experiment these 

channels are calibrated by imposing a known pressure signal 

to channels 1-3* (See below). 

Channel 0 of the AX08 is used for input from an electro¬ 

magnetic flowmeter attached to the main pulmonary artery. 

Each run (measurement of flow and pressures) consists of an 

initial zero run during which the pressure transducers are 

opened to ambient air and the flowmeter set to its electronic 

zero setting. After the zero run, the actual pressure and 
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flow measurement follows. As many as 99 runs may be obtained 

in a single experiment. 

c. To perform a dye curve, the output from a densitometer, 

suitably amplifed, is attached to channel 1 of the AX08. Cali¬ 

bration of the densitometer is done at the beginning of the 

experiment. A volumetric syringe, used for all the dye curves, 

is filled with indocyanine green (Hynson, Westcott & Dunning:Becto 

Dickenson dye cartridge; volume of "cartridge" is approximately 

3/4 ,or 1% ml). This syringe is emptied into 10.0 ml of the 

animal's blood, to which 0.5 ml of heparin has been added. 

It is important to avoid lipo-hepin or other heparin prepar¬ 

ations containing a reducing substance, such as sodium bisul¬ 

fite, as these interfere with the colorimetric analysis by 

the densitometer. A 1:10 dilution of this mixture is obtained 

and used for the calibration level. Heparinized blood, to 

which no dye has been added, is used for the zero level. The 

"zero level" blood is drawn through the densitometer as the 

instrument is balanced, the Schmitt trigger of the AX08 is 

fired and then the dye-containing blood is drawn through the 

densitometer, to complete calibration. For each subsequent 

green-dye curve, the same volumetric syringe is used to deliver 

a bolus of dye into the pulmonary artery as the Schmitt trigger 

of the AX08 is fired and blood from the aorta is drawn through 

the densitometer. 

Many densitometers have an electronic "check" signal, which 

is a standard output from the densitometer, used to check for 
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any change of amplifier settings between calibration and the 

actual dye curve. Immediately prior to green-dye calibration 

and to each dye curve, the program asks the operator for a 

zero level of the densitometer and for a "check" level and 

incorporates this information into the calculation of cardiac 

output. If the investigator's densitometer is not so equipped, 

he may ignore these requests and the program will run with¬ 

out this information. (See below). 

RUNNING THE SYSTEM 

1. Preliminary: The flowmeter and pressure transducers are 

connected as above to the AX08 through a suitable amplifying 

system. The EKG and green-dye signal outputs are connected 

to the Schmitt triggers of the AX08. At the time of perfor¬ 

mance of a green-dye calibration or curve, the densitometer 

output is to be connected to channel 1 of the AX08. Finally, 

the date is entered in the PS/8 - OS/8 system by the command 

in the teletype, • DATE XX/XX/XX. 

2. Timing parameters, experimental information: The system 

may be started in one of two ways: (1) by the command 

• R CMPILR, answering CMPILR's questions as above and by 
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striking LF to answer the question, "COMPILE?" If this route 

is taken, no library tapes are required, the necessary infor¬ 

mation having been obtained by CMPILR. No interfacing with 

the Advanced Averager is possible, however, the tU key merely 

acting as a "Rub-out". (2) The command, *R RESIST, may be 

used to start the system. In this case an identifying mes¬ 

sage appears, and striking CR allows the program to proceed. 

The program then asks, "R ,_,00". The user should answer 

with the number (1-9) of the resistance compiled file he 

wishes (making certain that the Dectape Library desired is on 

DTA 1). The program responds with the question, "SX0'_'", 

where X is the answer chosen for the previous question. The 

user should answer with the number (0-9) of the corresponding 

Advanced Averager compiled file. The program then reads the 

desired information from DTA1. Subsequent use of tU will 

cause the appropriate Advanced Averager to be run. 

After the above information is obtained by either route 

of entry to the controlling program, the question, "EXPT #: 

1 ' _'" appears on the screen of the AX08. The first 
— j 

entry of the experiment number must be a letter (A-Z); the 

remaining entries may be letters or numbers (0-9). After 

the first two entries, CR must be struck to proceed to the 

last three entries. "Rub-out" may be used to replace an 

incorrect entry; LF erases all the entries. When the experi¬ 

ment number is satisfactory, striking CR.on the teletype 
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records the answer. The program then asks, "AGE ANIM: 

_* WKS." The user should answer with the appropriate 

decimal Integer (fractions not permitted). CR causes the 

answer to be recorded. On the same display, the question 

"WGT:'_' KG" may then be answered with the appropriate 

number. The decimal point must be included in answering the 

latter question. Fractions are permitted. 

The program then types out the information above, for¬ 

matting a title page for the experiment. In the event that 

the operator failed to enter the data on the system, the 

message "DATE?" appears on the screen. CR then causes return 

to the keyboard monitor, so that the system may be restarted 

after the proper date is entered. 

3. Adjusting the clock and synch levels: The display, 

"TIMING...", then appears. After CR is struck, a cross-hair 

pattern appears on the screen, the center portion of which 

may be moved by adjustment of the coarse and fine controls of 

the RC clock of the AX08. A fuller description of this is 

given in the description of Advanced Averager (DEC-LB- 

T30B-D).When the alignment is satisfactory, the user should 

strike CR. It may be necessary to hold the carriage return 

key for a brief instant to proceed. The RC clock is now set so 

that its interrupt fires at intervals equal to the sampling 
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interval specified in the compiled tapes set up by CMPILR 

and Advanced Averager, Section 1. 

Next the message, "ADJUST SYNC AND ANALOG", appears. 

After CR is struck, the raw input from analog channel 0 appears 

(pulmonary arterial flow). If the channel number appears 

briefly, but then no input appears, the knob next to the EKG 

synch input on the AX08 must be adjusted to allow firing of 

the Schmitt trigger. When this level is satisfactory, the 

input signal will be displayed. Any clipping of the signal 

may be rectified by adjustment of the recorder’s and flowmeter’s 

outputs. By striking CR, the user may similarly adjust the 

output of channels 1 to 3* After channel 3 (pleural—pressure) 

is adjusted, the output of channel 1 will appear in response 

to synchs from the Schmitt trigger assigned to green-dye sig¬ 

nal. This Schmitt trigger can then be adjusted. After it is 

satisfactory the user should strike CR. 

4. Data tape: The message, "DTA1=DATA; 2 INFO WDS", appears 

on the screen. The user should then remove the Library tape 

from dectape transport #1 and replace it with the dectape upon 

which data is to be written. This tape should have been pre¬ 

pared with room for two extra information words in its direc¬ 

tory (date and age of animal). This may be done by use of the PIP 

options, Z=2 or S=2. Finally, the dectape transport should be 
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placed In "WRITE ENABLED" mode. If CR is struck, the resistance 

and green-dye programs are operational. 

The operator then directs the controlling program by 

conversation with the AX08 screen, answering the appropriate 

questions as they appear. Generally, unless otherwise speci¬ 

fied, CR indicates "Yes" and LF "No". 

5. The Resistance Section: Calibration: The first question 

of this section, "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N is answered in 

the affirmative. The program then asks, "R=RUN; C=CALIB:'. 

Calibration must be carried out before any calculation 

of resistances can be done (otherwise all answers will be 

zero—the calibration factors for the resistance runs are 

set at zero initially). The user answers "C" to the questions 

above, strikes CR and is confronted with the question, 

"R=RES; G=GRND to which he answers "R", if he wishes 

to calibrate the flowmeter and pressure transducers, or "G", 

if he wishes to calibrate the densitometer. 

i) Flowmeter and pressure transducer calibration: 

Answering "R" to the question above gives the message "ZERO’ 

on the screen. The pressure gauges should then be opened 

to ambient air and the flowmeter set on its electronic zero. 

The user strikes CR, whereupon the sampling program is brought 
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into core and run. Four wave forms (constant signals corres¬ 

ponding to zero) appear on the screen. When the signals are 

satisfactory, the operator strikes CR, whereupon the tele¬ 

type signals the beginning of an averaging by typing "<". 

If undisturbed, the program will then average for the num¬ 

ber of cardiac cycles specified in the CMPILR program 

("AVERAGE '_' SWEEPS) and will automatically calculate 

the zero levels and return to the controlling program's 

question "OK? Y OR N after typing ">" to signify that 

the averaging was complete. If the user is impatient and 

wishes to average less than the pre-set number of cycles, 

he may strike control/P (tP) which immediately terminates 

averaging and proceeds to the question above. Answering 

this question with "N", returns to the "ZERO" message; a "Y" 

answer records the zero readings in memory and gives the 

display, "RUN". The user types CR, closing the pressure 

gauges and delivering the calibration levels to the flow¬ 

meter and to the three pressure transducers. These four 

calibration levels are then displayed. When all is well, 

the user should type CR to begin averaging these signals. 

The +P key has the same function as above. After the cali¬ 

bration averages have been computed (and the zero levels 

subtracted) the message, "OK? Y OR N '_'", reappears. If 

"N" is answered, the program recycles from the "ZERO" point. 

If "Y" is answered, the computer has the average displace¬ 

ments corresponding to the calibration flow and pressures in 
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memory, and it is then necessary to tell it what these 

calibration flow and pressures were, so that it may calcu¬ 

late the calibration factors. 

"CALIB EM: Y OR N? is the first message to appear. 

If the electromagnetic flowmeter has already been calibrated 

(not applicable to the first calibration of the experiment), 

the user may answer "N" and the program proceeds to inquire 

about the pressure calibration. Otherwise the message, 

"IN VITRO?", appears in response to a "Y" answer. Answer¬ 

ing LP (No), causes the system to search for the answer 

to a previously run green-dye cardiac output. IT there is 

such an answer in core, it is used for calculating the cali¬ 

bration factor for the flowmeter. If not, the question is 

repeated. A CR answer (Yes) to the question, "IN VITRO?", 

leads to the display, "Q= ’_’ L/MIN". The user enters 

the flow corresponding to the flowmeter’s deflection level 

during calibration, including the decimal point. This 

flow would correspond either to the manufacturer’s information 

or to the investigator’s result in an in vitro calibration 

of the flowmeter. The user then strikes CR to record the 

answer. 

The message, "CHAN 1 = _ MM HG", appears. This is 

answered with the decimal integer corresponding to the 
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calibration pressure used for the pulmonary arterial trans¬ 

ducer. Similar questions are answered for channels 2-3. 

Following the answer to channel 3, the four calibration 

factors are displayed on the screen. If they are satis¬ 

factory, the user strikes CR and they are typed out and 

stored in core. If not, the user may strike LF and the 

entire calibration procedure is repeated. 

Following print-out of the calibration factors, the 

message, "R=RUN; C=CALIB: , reappears. 

ii) Green-dye calibration: Answering "C" to the question 

above and "G" to the subsequent question, "R=RES; G=GRND 

gives the display "GRNDYE-CAL", to which the user answers 

with CR. At this point the signal from analog channel 1 ap¬ 

pears, along with the message "ZERO=XXXX". The user should 

connect the output of the densitometer to analog channel 1 

of the AX08, and zero the densitometer. When the display 

level is satisfactory, CR is struck, the display remains the 

same, but the message, "CHECK=XXXX", appears. Many densito¬ 

meters are provided with an electronic check level. The user 

should then turn on this known output from the densitometer 

and, when the level is satisfactory on the display, strike 

CR. This procedure, used with each subsequent green-dye 
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curve, serves as a protection against changes in the densito 

meter level between calibration and a given green-dye curve 

If no such device is available on the user’s densitometer, 

striking CR with the display at the zero level will cause 

the multiplication factor, ZERO/CHECK, to be set at 1, and 

calibration can proceed. 

The next display to appear shows the densitometer output 

(chan 1 - AX08), along with a cursor which may be moved 

up.or down by the knob alongside analog Channel 0 of the 

AX08 (knob=channel 3^ of AX08), and the message, "ZERO=XXXX" 

which records the level of the cursor. 

The user should balance the densitometer during aspir¬ 

ation of the blank blood sample. When it is balanced, the 

green-dye synch signal is given to the computer and the dye- 

containing blood sample is drawn through the densitometer. 

This causes the calibration deflection to appear in the AX08 

screen. As soon as the maximum level is reached, blood 

sampling may be stopped, but the user should wait until the 

full curve is written across the entire screen of the AX08. 

The cursor must then be set to the zero level of the curve. 

Striking CR causes the program to calculate the maximum 

deflection, subtract the zero cursor reading and store the 

answer as the calibration deflection. The message, 

"R=RUN; C=CALIB: then reappears and the densitometer 

is calibrated. 
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6. Resistance Section: Obtaining Data: Once the system 

is calibrated, it may be used to obtain up to 99 "runs" 

of pulmonary vascular resistance and up to 99 green-dye curves 

each one giving typed answers and being written on dectape. 

After each run, the system returns to the display, 

"ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N? ' Answering "Y" to this question 

gives the question "R=RUN; C=CALIB: ,_,n, and an additional 

resistance run or green-dye curve may be done. Answering 

"N" causes the program to format off the typed page and 

return to the PS/8 monitor. At any time in the dialogue 

or during a green-dye curve, the user may strike control/Z 

(tZ) and the message "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N? appears, 

the interrupted dialogue being aborted. Striking +C on 

the teletype at these times returns to the PS/8 monitor 

without formatting a teletype page. Should the user wish 

to turn on the signal averager during this dialogue, he may 

strike +U and Advanced Averager, Section 3 will be brought 

into core and run on the parameters contained in the selected 

compiled signal averager file. (See below for details). If 

the investigator wishes to recalibrate, he may do so by answer 

ing "C" to the question "R=RUN; C=CALIB: In that case, 

new calibration factors replace the old ones. 

Following each resistance run or green-dye curve, the 

answers (weight of animal, number of samples in average, 

sampling interval, calibration factors, means, cardiac output, 

etc.) and the digitized wave forms are written on the DTA1 
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dectape in a file labelled by the experiment number given 

earlier in the dialogue and with the extension "R" (resis¬ 

tance) or "G" (green-dye curve) and the number of the set 

or curve (1-99)• 

i) Resistance Runs: If the operator answers "R" to the 

question "R=RES; G=GRND: the message, "ZERO", appears 

on the screen. He should then type CR, zeroing the three 

pressure transducers and the flowmeter, as described under 

calibration. When zero levels appear satisfactory on the 

screen, the user should type CR and the averaging process 

for zeroes begins. After averaging is complete, the mes¬ 

sage "OK: Y OR N? appears, which should be answered 

as described in the calibration description. If the answer 

is "Y", the message, "RUN", appears. The pressure trans¬ 

ducers and flowmeter should be set to record and CR typed. 

• 

At this point the raw wave-forms corresponding to the 

four channels appear on the screen. Several options are 

available to the operator at this point: (1) LF causes 

the raw wave forms to appear (even if the program is aver¬ 

aging); (2) "X" expands the view scale, displaying 2x the 

previous signal—this key may be struck several times, 

further to expand the scale; (3) "C" causes the view scale 

to contract by a factor of 2 and may be struck repeatedly; 
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(*1) LF after several "X" or "C" returns the view scale 

to the original level; (5) CR initiates the averaging 

process, indicating so by typing "<" and continues aver¬ 

aging for the preset number of sweeps, whereupon the pro¬ 

gram types ">" and returns to the question "OK: Y OR N? 

The averaging process may be aborted either by typing LF 

(in which case the sampling program returns to the raw 

input display) or by typing +P (in which case the averaging 

is terminated and calculation begins with the particular 

number of sweeps current at the time the key was struck). 

This IP option operates only during the averaging process. 

At the conclusion of the averaging process, the answers 

and digitized wave-forms are written on dectape, DTA1, 

and the message, "OK: Y OR N? appears. Typing "N" 

causes the resistance set counter to be decremented by one, 

so that a subsequent resistance run overwrites the unsatis¬ 

factory one. Typing "Y" causes the four averages to be dis¬ 

played on the screen. If the user does not like them, he 

may type LF, and the resistance set counter is decremented 

by one. Typing CR causes the set number, number of sweeps, 

cardiac rate and means to be typed, followed by the cardiac 

index (cardiac output divided by weight) and the indexed 

resistances. These resistances are given by the following 

formulae: 
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(a) Total resistance = L/pPA(t) dt]/[cardiac index] 

(b) Arteriolar resistance = 

[/(PpA^t) - plA(t))dt]/[cardiac index] 

(c) Integrated total resistance = 

[/(PpA(t))/Q(t))dt]# weight 

(d) Integrated arteriolar resistance = 

[/(PpA^t) - PLA(t))/Q(t)dt]* weight 

Right ventricular work is given as: 

Work = [/PPA(t) * Q(t)dt]/weight 

Units for resistances are mm Hg/L/min/kg and for work 

are mm Hg * L/min/kg. 

ii) Green-dye curves: Typing "R" to the question, 

"R=RUN; C=CALIB: , and "G" to the subsequent question, 

"R=RES; G=GRND: causes the program to run a green-dye 

curve. The display "GRND-CRV" appears, to which the operator 

responds with CR. Next the message "ZERO=XXXX" appears 

along with the output of channel 1. The user connects the 

densitometer to analog channel 1 of the AX08, levels the 

zero reading on the densitometer and strikes CR. The mes¬ 

sage "CHECK=-XXXX" appears, to which the user responds as 

described under calibration. 
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The display with the cursor and the message "ZERO=XXXX" 

appears in answer to CR after the last step. At this point, 

aortic blood is sampled through the densitometer, the densi¬ 

tometer is balanced at the zero level and the bolus of dye 

is injected into the pulmonary artery, the time of injection 

being noted by the green-dye synch signal. Note: The program 

will sample the green-dye curve only if the synch signal has 

been delivered. Continued aortic sampling will give the 

green-dye curve on the display. After the curve has been 

written completely across the screen, the user sets the cur¬ 

sor to the curve’s baseline and strikes CR. 
I 

The process of calculating cardiac output is slow. Dur¬ 

ing this phase, the curve is displayed along with two mes¬ 

sages: "Q1=XXXX" and "Q=XXXX". After a few moments a num¬ 

ber appears in the message, "Q1=XXXX". This is the cardiac 

output calculated by the following method: 

Area = A1 + A2, where A1 = area under curve from zero 

point to "downslope" (see Pig. 1), calculated by Simpson’s 

rule. A2 = 2X area from "downslope" (0.8 x true maximum) 

to point 2 (0.4 x true maximum). 

Then Ql=15#[Cal Check/Curve Check] * [Calibration Deflection]/Area 
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This flow approximates cardiac output quite closely. 

PIG. 1 

After appearance of this answer, the program calculates 

area A2 by obtaining the natural logarithm of each deflection 

from "downslope" to the end of the curve. A straight-line 

is then fitted to the points, log deflection vs time, from 

"downslope" to "point 2". The equation for this straight-line 

is then used to compute theoretic points from "point 2" to 

the end of sampling. If all actual points lie above the 

theoretic points, then recirculation is judged to have already 

occurred, and the fitted line is used to calculate the area 

under the negative exponential curve from "downslope" to 

infinity. If such is not the case, the program fits to one 

additional point, repeats the process, and checks for recircu¬ 

lation. This process is continued until recirculation appears 

or the points are exhausted. The area under the negative expon¬ 

ential from "downslope" to infinity is then substituted for A2 
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in the estimate of area under the green-dye curve, and 

Q is calculated in a manner similar to Ql. 

This portion of the program can be quite time-consuming 

for some curves. During the time that it is going on, the 

display of the green-dye curve is altered from "downslope" 

to the end of the curve, while the logarithms are calculated 

and the least squares fitting process undergone. After the 

program has settled the recirculation question, the answer 

for cardiac output is written on the "Q=XXXX L/MIN" part 

of the display. The program then restores the original 

points of the curve for "downslope" to the end of the curve, 

which process is visible on the display of the curve. 

If the curve is not satisfactory, and the operator wishes, 

he may abort the curve by striking tZ on the teletype. The 

message "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N? will then appear. If the 

curve and answers are satisfactory, the user may strike CR, 

whereupon the answers are written on the teletype and answers 

and wave form of the curve are written on dectape transport 

#1 and the message "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N?, appears. 

7. Resistance Section: Interfacing with Advanced Averager: 

At any time when the messages: "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N? 

"R=RUN; C=CALIB: "R=RESIS; G=GRND: ,_,n, "OK: Y OR N? 

"ZERO", or "RUN" are on the screen, the operator may strike +U 
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to call in Advanced Averager, Section 3. This works only 

If the system was started with the command *R RESIST and a 

compiled file for Advanced Averager was loaded from the 

Library tape. At other times and under other conditions, 

the +U pseudo-interrupt either has no effect or acts as a 

rub-out. 

Once Advanced Averager, Section 3, is running, the display 

and calculations possible will, of course, be those selected 

in the compiled file for Advanced Averager. The directions for 

running the Advanced Averager are exactly those described in 

DEC Manual DEC-LB-T30B-D, except that to progress 

from Section 3 to Section 4, the user need only strike IP, and 

the loading and running of Section 4 is automatic. Similarly, 

Section 4 automatically chains to Section 5 and upon completion 

of Section 5> IP causes Section 3 to run again. 

With Section 3 running, two curves of exit are possible. 

+C gives the keyboard monitor, effectively terminating the 

experiment. +U causes the controlling section of the Resis¬ 

tance system to run, asking the question "ANOTHER RUN: Y OR N?' ' 
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THE READER 

Also provided Is a program, called reader, whose function 

Is to read the data tape produced by the Resistance System. 

With the desired dectape on a transport, this program Is 

Initiated by the command *R READER. An identifying message 

appears, to-which the operator responds with CR. The message 

"DTA then appears on the AX05 screen. The user answers 

with the number of the dectape transport to be used. The same 

message reappears, so that the user may search several dectapes 

for the desired file. Answering with CR instead of a number 

terminates this portion of the program and causes the question 

’’FILE # '_' ; '_*; . *_*" to appear on the screen. The 

user responds to this request with the file name of the desired 

answer tape, as coded by the Resistance system, e.g., AA; 001; 

R.01. A CR should be given before each segment of the file¬ 

name . 

The program then searches the directory of the first dec- 

tape number given for- the desired file. If it is not there, 

the program types "NOT ON DTA #X" and searches the next dec- 

tape transport indicated. Finding the desired file, the 

program then types out the following information: File num¬ 

ber, date file created, age of animal, weight of animal. For 

a resistance run, the answers obtained by the resistance system 

are then typed out. For a green-dye curve, those answers peculiar 

to the green-dye curve are given on the teletype. 
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Finally, the program returns to the keyboard monitor of 

the PS/8 system, leaving in core the digitized wave-forms 

of the flow and pressures (for a resistance run) or of the 

green-dye curve (for a green-dye run). 

The format for the digitized wave-forms of the resistance 

run as written in core by the Mean program of the Resistance 

System, written in the dectape answer file and as put into 

core by the Reader program is as follows: 

Locations 307-6177, Field 0 

Locations 0-7377, Field 1 

r 

Point #1 

of sweep < 

No. times entries made in averaging for point #1 

Exponent of 2 . 

High order mantissa 

Low order mantissa 

Exp 

High order 

Low order 

Exp 

High order 

Low order 

Exp 

High order 

Low order 

No. times entries made: Point #2 

pulm art flow in floating point 

(L/min) 

pulm art pressure (mm Hg) 

left atrial pressure (mm Hg) 

pleural pressure (mm Hg) 
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No. times entries made: last point of sweep 

Exp of pulm art flow 

Low order of pleural pressure 

0 

0 

0 (to end of buffer) 

The answer buffer for the resistance system begins at 

location 200, Field 0 and extends to location 264, and is 

written in the first block of the answer file in dectape: 

Location: Entry: 

200: Weight of animal (floating format) 

203: Sampling interval in microsecs (floating format) 

206: No. points in resistance buffer (integer format) 

207: Last cardiac output by greendye (floating format) 

212: Last cardiac output by greendye - shortcut (floating format) 

215: No. points in average - resistance (integer format) 

216-231: Calibration factors. Channels 0-3 (floating format) 

232-245: Means-resistance, Channels 0-3 (floating format) 

246-264: Arteriolar Resistance, Total Resistance, Arteriolar 

R2 Integral, Total R2 Integral, Right Ventricular 

Work (floating format). 
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For a green-dye curve, the digitized wave-form is written 

in loc 0-7377 of Field 1 and restored to these locations by 

the Reader program, and consists of the sampled points seria¬ 

tim in floating point format. 

The answer buffer for a green-dye curve begins at location 

200, field 0 and extends to location 253, Field 0 and is 

likewise written in the first block of the answer file: 

Location Entry 

200-231: Weight of animal, etc., as in Resistance System 

232: Time interval - green-dye curve (sec) -float¬ 

ing point 

235-236: Curve check and calibration check - integer 

format 

237: Calibration Factor - integer format 

240: Take-off of curve from baseline in 

243: 

number time increments - floating point 

Number time increments from takeoff point to 

beginning of negative exponential fit - 

floating point 

246: Number time increments from takeoff point to 

recirculation - floating point 

251: Sum squares of least square fit - floating 

point format. 
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The date of the file-creation is stored as the first extra 

information word in the directory and the age of the animal is 

the second extra information word. This enables cross-indexing 

of the files according to date and age and the user may easily 

write a program to collect all files of a given date or age. 

Please see listing of Reader program for the means of acces¬ 

sing these extra information words. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT PROGRAMS OF SYSTEM 

I. GENERAL SCHEMA: 

The system is composed of the following programs: 

1. Compiler (CMPILR): 

Obtains timing and synch information, checking each 

against availability of channels and core, and putting 

information on page 0 of field 0. Capable of chaining to 

Controlling Program or of writing information on Dectape 

as desired by user. 

2. Controlling Program (CONT): 

Entered initially, this program obtains proper Resistance 

and Advanced Averager compiled tapes from library tape of 

dectape and puts former into core (page 0 of field 0) and 

writes latter on system device as a file, SZER. 

Program then obtains information concerning experiment 

and data from user and from PS/8 system respectively, and 

allows proper setting of RC clock of AX08 and of synch and 

analog levels of AX08. 

The heart of the controlling section then interfaces 

with the user and calls in various programs to do sampling. 
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green-dye curve, etc., as desired by the user, typing out 

the answers for the resistance runs as indicated. 

3. Sampling Program (SAMP): 

This program is called by the controlling program and 

handles the task of A-to-D conversion and sampling. It is 

capable of sampling the raw signals and displaying them or 

of cumulating them in preparation for averaging. Finished, 

SAMP chains to MEAN. 

4. The Mean Program (MEAN): 

This program has two functions. First, entered from SAMP, 

it massages the digitized cumulative wave forms in core to 

average each point and multiply by the suitable calibration 

factor, leaving the floating point average of each point in 

core according to the schema described above (see Reader). 

Secondly, it writes the answers and these digitized waves 

on the answer fijle on dectape transport #1, performing this 

function both foif a resistance run and for a green-dye curve. 
V 

5. Green-dye Program (GRND): 

This program handles calibration of the densitometer or 

performance of a green-dye curve as dictated by the control¬ 

ling program. Finished, it types its answers and chains to 

the Mean Program. 
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6. SZER: 

Written on the system device by the initial portion of the 

controlling program, this program contains the compiled infor¬ 

mation necessary to run the particular Advanced Averager 

schema selected by the user and also includes a bootstrap to 

load and run Advanced Averager, Section 3. 

7. RZER: 

This program is written by the controlling program after 

the +U pseudointerrupt and consists of the page 0 and page 1 

information acquired by the Controlling Program plus a boot¬ 

strap to reload and run the Controlling Program upon tU 

pseudointerrupt in Advanced Averager, Section 3. 

8. These interconnections are summarized in the following 

flow sheet. 
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YES-/ASK: "DO ANOTHER?'?- NO MONITOR cmp: [LR 

/ASK:'’COMPILE?"/-YES 
nr 

NO 
+ 

WRITE RZER ON SYST 
READ SZER FROM SYST 

I 
SZER: BOOTSTRAP 
SIG AYR, SECT 3 

i 

ADVANCED AVR, SECT 3 

r 
tl 

1 

r 
D 

1 
ADVANCED AVR, SECT 4 

J [ 
ADVANCED AVR, SECT 5 | 

I 
PP 
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II. COMPILING PROGRAM: CMPILR: 

* 

-RE-ENTRY 

YES 
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FAST RC CLOCK / 
RATE 

-±___ 

DELTA-X FOR RESIST SAMPING DISPLAY 
= 1000/if DATA PTS; DELTA-T FOR 
GRNDYE = 1 MILLION/SAMP INTERVAL; 
_STORE ON PAGE 0_ 

/aSK : "COMPILE? "/■-NO-* 

YES 

WRITE LOCS 0-377 
ON LIBRARY TAPE, 
DTA1 

B>- [START 
[OVER 
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III. CONTROLLING PROGRAM: CONT: 

A. SECTION 1: INITIALIZE AND GET EXPTL INFORMATION 
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B. TIMING SECTION: AS IN SIGNAL AVERAGER, SECTION 2: 

TO CONTROLLING 
•SECTION 
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C. CONTROLLING SECTION: 
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D. DETAILS OF CALIB SECTION: 

NO 

l 
DISPLAY CALIB FACTORS 

NO 7 USER LIKE THEM? 7- 

YES. - E 
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IV ADC SAMPLING PROGRAM: SAMP: 

A. BACKGROUND PROGRAM: 

CLEAR FLAGS 
SET UP INTERRUPT ADDRESS 

CALC COUNTERS FOR 
# DATA PTS: FLD 0, FLD 1 

rTHIS INFO PASSED 
'Lon to mean prgm 

ZERO THE ZEROES 

START NEW DATA COLLECTION: 
SET COUNTER FOR AVGS 
CLEAR AX08 EXT SENSE REG 
SET UP AX08 MODE: S0 OFF, 
ADC MPLXR TO CHAN 0, 
VIEW SCALE TO NORMAL. 
ENABLE ADC SWITCH 
CLEAR SIGN-OFF SWITCH 
TURN ON INTERRUPT 

DISPLAY THE BUFFER 
-*r 

CHANGE 
VIEW SCALE 

+ P«- 

-X OR C 

OTHER „_ 
'KBD CHAR f .L '"■'m LINE- 

*'^V'CHECK KBD /“*CARR RETN’ 

*- Tn-^ 
FEED 

PUT IN 
AVR. MODE 

+ C 
k. 

CLEAR FLAGS 
INTRPT OFF 

-^ » (MEAN PRGM 

(monitor^) 



B. INTERRUPT SCHEME: 

rPROM BACKGROUND 
1- PRGM 

(background 
- 

INTERRUPT 
ON 

CLEAR RC AND 
ADC FLAGS 

RESET POINTERS 
TO BEGINNING —» SET S0=1 
OF BUFFER 

STORE RAWK- 
DATA IN 
BUFFER 

ADC 4 CHANS 
SUBTRACT ZERO 
STORE ANS IN 
TEMP BUFFER 

S0=0 TO 
PREVENT 
FURTHER 
STORAGE 

YES 

1 
CUMULATE INTO 

BUFFER 

V INCREMENT 
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C. BUFFER SCHEME: 

Field 0: Locs 307 - 5777 

Field 1: Locs 0 - 7377 

1. Raw Input: 

N=0 for all data points 

1st Loc of each channel = 0 for all data points 

LORD SUM (Low-order) = 0 for all data points 

HORD SUM (High-order) contains raw input for 

particular channel 

V. 

2. Average Mode: 

N contains # entries made into cumulate register 

1st Loc of each channel = 0 for all data points 

LORD-HORD SUM = double precision cumulate register 

MEAN-DTA1 WRITING PROGRAM: 

A. BUFFER SCHEME: 

N AVG: AVG: AVGs AVG: 

CHAN 0 CHAN 1 CHAN 2 CHAN 3 
. .^V.  .. A x..,.A.^ -.  ^ - ^.. . ^ f .... ^ -—*-- -  

I N EXP 

HORD 

MAN¬ 

TISSA 

LORD 

MAN¬ 

TISSA 
EXP HORD LORD EXP HORD LORD EXP HORD LORD 

7 
/ 

A DATA POINT 
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- B. FLOW CHART: AVERAGING SECTION: 

(jSTART ^ 

YES >^TA1 WRITER) <- 

ZERO CUM REGS; 
SET PTRS AND 
CTRS FOR FLD 0 

GET N: 1st LOC 
IN DATA PT 

EXIT FROM 
MEAN PRGM 

YES-> 

DIV CUM SUMS CHAN0-3 
BY # DATA PTS; STORE 
AS AVGS, p. 1 
FIX AVGS; LEGATE; 
STORE ON ?0 AS ZEROES 

<- 

PUT N FOR 1st DATA 
PT, # DATA PTS, 
AND SAMP INT ON p. 1 

COUNT IT AND 
FLOAT IT 

GET DBL SUM OF 
CHAN ENTRY; 
FLOAT IT 

I 

DIV CUM SUMS 
FOR RESIST BY 
CUM SUM CHAN0 
TO GET RESIST; 
DIV INT RESIS 
AND WORK BY 
.# DATA PTS; 
STORE ON p♦1 

DIV BY N TO GET AVG 
FOR CHAN DATA PT  

•NO * 
MULT BY 
CALIB FACTOR 
£ 

jCUMULATE CHAN * S AVG] 

RESTORE 
CALIBRATED 
AVR FOR CHAN 
IN BUFFER 

SUBTRACT 
FROM 
CHAN 1; 
DIV BY 
CHAN 0 
CUMULATE 
--P- 

<r ~ 

rFOR 
INTE¬ 
GRATED 

•-RESIST 

STORE 
CMPORARILY 

■CHAN 

MULT BY CHAN0; 
CUMULATE 

rFOR 
f |RV 

Lwork 
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C. DTA1 - WRITING SECTION: 

WRITE AGE 
AND DATE 
IN DIREC¬ 
TORY 

T 

E.XTI 
YES,/ INFO 

itTORDS II 
DSRECTOS 

SAY SO 

WRITE 2 PGS: LOCS 20l<-577 ,FLD0 | 

WRITE 26 PGS: LOCS 600-5777,FLD0 

MOVE 26 PGS FROM FLD1 TO FLD0: 
LOCS 0 - 5377; WRITE THEM 

FROM 
ENTRY 
TO 
MEAN 
FOR 
CALIB 
OR ZEROJ 

WRITE 11 PGS: LOCS 5400-7577,FLD1 

IN CONTROLLER *) 

'ANOTHER RUN?" IN CONTROLLER 
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VI. GREENDYE PROGRAM: 

A. GETTING "CHECK" LEVEL: 

1. BACKGROUND PRGM: 

(start ^ 

DISABLE +U; CALC SAMP FREQ AND DELTA T 
SHOW IDENT MESSAGE 
nr-..... , « .-.-. 
ZERO BUFFER: 0-377, FLD1 
SET UP INTRPT #1: RC-*-INT; ADC CHAN 1 
PTR & CTR FOR 0-177_ 

.. . i . 
INTERRUPT ON 

... -. ■ ..Jf---- 
SHOW MESSAGE:"ZERO=XXXX" 
DISPLAY AND.CUMULATE BUFFER 
DIV CUM SUM BY 200; PUT ANS IN MESSAGE 

LF /CHECK KBD /- CR -- 

_ OTHER 
CHAR 

INTERRUPT OFF 

INTERRUPT ON fr 

I 
SET PTR & CTR FOR 200-377 

SHOW MESSAGE:"CHECK=XXXX" 
DISPLAY AND CUMULATE BUFFER 
DIV SUM BY 200 AND SUBTRACT ZERO LEVEL 

OTHER 
CHAR 

1 STORE DIFF ON P0: CRVCHK~1 

' /CHECK KBD/— CR—- - f °JjRTO 

j LSAMPLING 
LF 
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2 INTERRUPT SCHEME #1: 
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B. SAMPLING CHAN 1 TO GET GRNDYE CURVE: 

1. INTERRUPT SCHEME #2: 
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2. BACKGRND PRGM: 

OTHER 
CHAR 

/CONTROLLER: \ 
vANOTHER RUN? y 

i 

2. 
SHOW MESSAGE:"INJECT" 
SET ADC CTR TO SAMP FREQ 
ZERO BUFFER: 0-7577, FLD 1 
SET PTR AND CTR TO BUFFER: 0-7377 FLD 1 
SET UP INTERPT #2: S0=0; RC+INT * 
ADC SWITCH = -1 
CLEAR EXT SENSE REG IN AX08 

INTERRUPT ON 

DISPLAY BUFFER: EVERY (3 * SAMP FREQ) TH LOC 
DISPLAY CURSOR: CHAN 34 
SHOW MESSAGE:"ZERO=(CURSOR VALUE)" 

-L CHECK KBD 7 ■CR * INTERRUPT OFF 

LF +Z 
l 

YES 

jzalibv 

/\? 

GET CURSOR VALUE 
GET MAX (FROM INTERRUPT) 
SUBTRACT CURSOR VALUE (ZERO) 
STORE MAX, P0 

P0:CALCHK=CRVCHK 
CALF=MAX 

NO 

(B) B)-CCALC GRNDYE CURVE 
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C. CALCULATION OF GREENDYE CURVE: 

1. OBTAIN POINTERS FOR A1&A2: 

STORE PTR ON P0 

CALC AREA UNDER CURVE $ -5.8- 



2. Calculation of Area: 

This is done by breaking down the area under the theor¬ 

etic experimental curve into two parts: (1) A1 = area under 

actual curve from the point of departure of the curve from 

baseline (set by the "zero" cursor) to the point past the 

maximum where the ordinate (deflection) is 80% of maximum; 

A2 = area under the theoretic curve from the 80% of maxi¬ 

mum point (downslope) to infinity. By logic as outlined 

in Section 1 above, the program, having calculated the 

maximum value and its location in buffer (interrupt scheme 

#2) and having been given (from the cursor level) the level 

of the baseline, first obtains a pointer to the departure 

point and a pointer to the location in buffer for "downslope". 

A1 is calculated by Simpson’s rule on the unaltered data 

in buffer from the departure point to downslope. This calcu¬ 

lation uses the following formulae: 

(1) For even number of points: 

A1 = (1/3)*[2#SUM + 4#D(D-1)+D(D)] 

(2) For odd number of points: 

A1 = (1/12) #[8#SUM + 15#D(D-2)+12*D(D-l) + 5*D(D)] 

where 

D(D) = deflection at "downslope" 

SUM = cumulative sum from D(l) [first point after 

departure from baseline] to D(D-2) for even or 

D(D-3) for odd. 
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A2 is calculated by two methods: (1) a shortcut method 

whereby the area from "downslope" to the point where the 

deflection = 50# of "downslope” is doubled to approximate 

the area from "downslope" to infinity under the theoretic 

negative exponential curve; the flow calculated with this 

method of calculating A2 is called Ql; and (2) a least 

squares fit to the curve log (deflection) vs x from "downslope" 

to the point of recirculation. The latter is calculated by 

finding the natural logarithm of each point from "downslope" 

to the end of the curve. Then a least squares fit is obtained 

for this straight-line from "downslope" to the point where 

the deflection = 50# of downslope. From the formula for this 

straight-line, the theoretic points are calculated from here 

to the end of the curve and are compared with the logarithms 

of the actual deflections. If all actual points lie above 

corresponding theoretic points, recirculation is said to have 

occurred, the least squares fit is accepted and A2 is calcu¬ 

lated from it. Otherwise, the process is recycled, the pro¬ 

gram adding the next point beyond 50# of downslope to the 

least squares fit, and so forth. 

During these calculations the buffer (every third point) 

is displayed along with the messages "Ql=xxxx" and "Q=xxxx", 

giving the values of cardiac output by the alternate method 

and the method of least squares, respectively. This display 

occurs during an interrupt, the background program being 

the calculating program described above. 
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3. Buffer: 

Initially, the buffer (Iocs 0-7377, Field 1) contains 

the data sampled by A-D conversion of Channel 1 in the 

following format: a integer representing the value, 

followed by two entries of 0, to represent a single 

sample from the beginning of the curve to its end, where¬ 

upon the remainder of Field 1 (7^00-7577) contains all 0’s. 

During calculation for least squares fit, the portion of 

the curve from "downslope" to the end of the curve is 

written (as log deflection) in standard floating point 

format |jLoc 1 = exponent to base 2; loc 2 = high order 

mantissa; loc 3 = low order mantissa]. After calculation 

of cardiac output, this portion of buffer is reconverted 

to the original format. 

Finally, before the buffer is written in DTA1 by the 

mean program, the individual entries from beginning to 

end are floated. The end of the curve is recognizable, 

since subsequent entries are 0. 
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VII. MANAGEMENT OF tU PSEUDOINTERRUPT: 

A. FROM CONTROLLING PROGRAM TO SECT 3, ADVANCED AVERAGER 

LISTING GIVEN 
IN SUB1 ]- 

LISTING GIVEN-i 
IN S0PTCH J* 

fSAV-Q 
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B. PROM ADVANCED AVERAGER, SECT 3 TO CONTROLLER: 

pRZER STARTS AT LOC 270 
•RETAINS ALL INFO IN 
l-LOCSj0-377 

—0 CONTROLLER STARTS 
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